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Background to SFYouth

• A partnership between Oxfam GB, Oxfam Italia, Polish Humanitarian Action, 

CARDET (Cyprus) and the IoE. Funded by Erasmus+

• Supports schools to use global citizenship education to develop learning both in 

and out of the classroom

• Dual focus on both the curriculum and voluntary civic engagement (citizenship, 

youth participation and voice)

• Web-based resources for teachers and young people

www.sfyouth.eu

• Recently completed the trial phase in 40 schools across the 4 participating countries
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SFYouth in action
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Sources of data from teachers

Online baseline survey Online impact 

survey

Teachers interviewed

Cyprus 13 8 4

Italy 12 3 2

Poland 18 8 4

UK 27 12 12

Total 70 31 22



Teachers’ confidence (N=31) 

Question Mean Baseline Mean Impact % difference

My knowledge of global issues 2.42 2.74 +13%

My understanding of how to teach young people 

to be global citizens
2.35 2.74 +16%

My ability to incorporate global citizenship into 

the curriculum
2.32 2.68 +16%

My ability to apply youth participation 

methodologies into my teaching
2.48 2.58 +4%

0 = no confidence at all; 1= little confidence; 2=some confidence; 3= confident; 4= very 

confident 



Change in frequency of teachers running activities to develop YP as 

global citizens (N=31) 

IMPACT

TOTAL

I haven't 

actively 

included 

activities 4

less than once 

a week

between every 

day and once a 

week every day

BASELINEI haven't 

actively 

included 

activities 4

Count 1 5 0 0 6

% of Total

3.2% 16.2% 0.0% 0.0% 19.4%

less than once 

a week

Count 0 6 3 0 9

% of Total 0.0% 19.4% 9.6% 0.0% 29.0%

between every 

day and once a 

week

Count 0 2 9 2 13

% of Total
0.0% 6.4% 29.1% 6.5% 42.0%

every day Count 0 0 1 2 3

% of Total 0.0% 0.0% 3.2% 6.5% 9.7%

TOTAL Count 1 13 13 4 31

% of Total 3.2% 42.0% 42.0% 12.9% 100.0%



In lessons where teachers include develop YP as global citizens to 

what extent to they include: 

(N=20-23) (range 0=never, 1=rarely, 2= sometimes, 3=often, 4=always) 

Activity Mean Activity Mean

Teacher-led learning baseline 2.30 YP working in small 

discussion groups

baseline 2.70

impact 2.22 impact 3.13

Pupil-led  learning baseline 2.77 Real life examples and 

case studies

baseline 3.00

impact 3.05 impact 3.39

YP giving ideas and opinions baseline 3.43 Discussion and debate baseline 2.96

impact 3.48 impact 3.22

Opportunities for YP to think 

critically

baseline 3.30 Opportunities for YP to 

take action

baseline 2.48

impact 3.43 impact 2.57

Opportunities for YP to develop 

knowledge of global issue(s)

baseline 2.96 Collaborating with other 

subject teachers

baseline 2.35

impact 3.35 impact 2.35



Difference in what teachers do in lessons when they develop YP as 

global citizens (N=20-23)



Perceived impact on teachers (TIS, N=39)



Evidence of impact on teachers

• The frequency and amount of time teachers support YP as global citizens 

has on the whole increased. 

• Teachers generally feel more confident in their knowledge of global 

issues and understanding of how to teach YP to be global citizens 

• Teachers have changed what they do in the classroom with more 

emphasis on developing pupil knowledge of global issues, using case 

studies and debating issues. 

• Teachers see the biggest impact on them on increased awareness of 

teaching methods, more confidence to include global issues in teaching. 

• Small gains, how sustainable? 
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What the English trial schools told us

The impact of SF Youth: Evaluation Day. 24 6 2016
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Logistical challenges

Time and capacity

Getting the balance right 

between topic content 

and skills

Encouraged a partnership 

between young people and 

teachers – ways of working

Built trust between young 

people and teachers

Strengthened cross 

curricular links

Built confidence

Encouraged low achievers 

and inclusion

Permitted permission to fail

Strengthened resilience

Encouraged creativity

Facilitated team work

Developed research and 

communication skills

Young people saw change is 

possible and they are part 

of it

Are these the desirable characteristics 

of a young active citizen? 


